
 

 
 

Statement on Credit and Investment Considerations 

Environmental Risk Assessment  

In line with the directives of the Banking Supervision Department, Leumi's credit policy involves 

environmental risk considerations, aimed at identifying, managing and minimizing, as far as 

possible, environmental exposure in credit granting. To boost the identification and monitoring 

process of environmental aspects in its credit activity - as an integral part of the organizational 

culture - Leumi developed an internal work procedure in 2019, with the help of external 

experts. The procedure was in addition to training provided to relevant parties in the Bank’s  

business lines. 

As part of an adequate credit risk assessment, the procedure defines tools for managing 

Leumi’s environmental risks. The procedure prescribes processes and modes of operation for 

managing the Bank’s exposure to such risks in order to mitigate them, as far as possible, by:  

o Identifying the relevant party to handle the issue. 

o Establishing ways to identify risk when granting credit.   

 Objective identification - customers are classified into economic sectors, according 

to their objective environmental risk potential, by one of four risk categories - from 

high to low.  The potentially high-risk category includes the following sectors, 

among others: various types of mining and quarrying, crude oil refinement and 

petroleum  products, afforestation, the fertilizer and nitrogen compound industry, 

the plastic products industry and logging. The classification was carried out using 

internal thresholds for Leumi’s exposure thereto.  

 Subjective identification - provided by the relevant account manager in accordance 

with guidelines prescribed by the procedure. 

o Establishing how to estimate the risk and including it in the periodic credit quality risk 

assessment. 

Work processes established by the procedure include, inter alia: a requirement to document 

credit applications - including the need to obtain assistance from external specialist 



 

 
 

consultants; an outline for ongoing risk management; as well as a definition of how to handle 

environmentally-sensitive customers. 

Refraining from recommending harmful products: Leumi's investment advice professionals, who 

are responsible for issuing recommendations to the investment advisors at the branches, 

refrain from recommending securities of companies whose main business is not in line with 

Leumi's ethical principles.  

Considerations when Making Investment Decisions in Companies 

Leumi Partners is the Leumi Group’s investment arm. The company is responsible for making 

and managing the Group’s investments in corporations, providing services such as 

underwriting, research, mergers and acquisitions, and raising any type of capital or debt.   

The company is subject to Bank Leumi’s risk management, credit and investment policies. 

The regulation to which Leumi Partners is subject and its investment policy limit the company’s 

investment amount in other companies, barring the Group from holding more than 20% of the 

means of control in non-financial corporations.   

When considering investment in a company, a strict due diligence process is conducted in order 

to identify all risks and opportunities. In addition to due diligence of financial and managerial 

capabilities, Leumi reviews “black lists” such as those of the US Treasury Department (OFAC), 

the European Union, the Prohibition of Money Laundering Authority, the Ministry of Defense, 

etc. 

For more information on actions taken by Leumi in this context, please see Leumi’s Social 

Corporate Responsibility Report and visit our social corporate responsibility website at:  


